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Previous Debate: Flame HandNext Discussion: ParticulatorAre Heavy Boots Pretty Neat? Has Iron Stance synergy made them much more useful? Is it a pity how much value they lose when you have a flight? Discuss! Wiki linkD-Rank PassiveIntroduced in 1.0Your character will no longer move for any
reason outside of wasD/arrow keys/JoystickLow Center MassAllows Gungeoneer to keep its footing, even if a great force is applied to them. Known synergies: Mahoguny and hardwood; Mahoguny shoots 3 pines instead of 1Anvillain and heavy metal; Anvils are slower and stronger than iron and iron
slug; Big Iron barrels merge and shoot at one large shellHuntsman or Tangler or Pulse Gun or Old Goldie or Blunderbuss or Regular Shotgun or Empty Shotgun or zilla Shotgun or Elephant Gun or Blooper or Sirens - Iron Position; Shotgun gets damage, rollback, shot speed, and reboot speedPage 2 22
comments Aviso: Esto SOLO debe ser usado para denunciar spam, publicidad y mensajes problem'ticos (acoso, peleas o groser'as). Edit Comments Share Icon Title Description Rank Alpha Bullet increases the damage caused by the first bullet in the clip. The lord pits amulet prevents the damage from
falling. Once the damage is prevented, it takes some time to recharge. D Angry Bullets, striking the enemy, under fire shell on a nearby enemy. C??? ??? ??? ??? Banana Jam Hands drastically reduces the rotation time of the cannon, throwing the gun towards the cursor during rotation. - Bumbullets
When shooting, adds a chance to shoot a bee that is home and damaging enemies. B Bullet No. 1 gives an update of damage for all bullets. C Chaos Ammolet Blanks have a chance to poison, freeze, and ignite enemies. The golden ambolet increases the empty damage. B Copper ammolettes have a
chance to inflame enemies. B Frost Ammole Blanca has a chance to freeze enemies. B Lodestone Ammolet increases the rollback of gaps. D Uranium ammoplane forms have a chance to poison enemies. B Bloody Eye slows down enemy shells. B Blown fuse activates empty whenever you get power. -
Broccoli heals all hearts on the pick, can also do something else? Bullet Idol does 45 damages to enemies every time a player is hit. B Clone When you die, you respawn at the bottom of The Gungeon, keeping all your items. S Crown Coin increases the likelihood of receiving projectiles at enemy death.
C Badge calls a policeman who follows the player, firing bullets at enemies. The dog picks up all the point drops, power, hegemony of credits and shells. D Explosive rounds adds a chance to shoot bullets that explode when hitting an enemy or object. Eyepatch reduces the accuracy of the player in
exchange for bullets to do more harm. Thick bullets increase the size of the player's bullet. Flak Bullets Whenever a bullet hits an enemy or wall, it breaks down into a few smaller, lower damage C Bouncy Bullets provides bullets the ability to bounce off objects. C Frost Bullets Adds Chance to Shoot
Bullets That Freeze Freeze Gilded bullets increase damage depending on the amount of money the player has. B Green Guon Stone orbits the player by blocking bullets. The player has a chance to heal at half-heart every time they take the damage. This chance of healing increases when the player is in
poor health. Gunboots improves the dodge roll of the player by firing bullets in the opposite direction. C Gundromeda Strain reduces the health of the enemy. S Gungeon Pepper deals constant damage to enemies next to the player. C Heart bottle provides a container for the heart. CBA Heart Holster
provides a container for the heart. CBA Heart Locket provides a container for the heart. CBA Heart Lunchbox provides a container for the heart. CBA Heart Of Ice provides a container for the heart. Taking damage releases bouncing ice bullets. CBA Heart Purse provides a container for the heart. CBA
Heavy Boots Climbing and Descending Dodge rolls to push away enemies when the player lands on the ground. D Heavy bullets increase damage by 25% and doubles the rollback, but halves the bullet's speed. C Self-guided bullets bullets home on enemies. B Honeycomb releases a swarm of bees
every time a player gets hit. C Hot Lead adds a chance to shoot bullets that ignite enemies. B Junk Summons Ser Junkan, who follows the player, attacks enemies, and becomes stronger for every unwanted picked up. Sprite and damage changes depending on your combo. C Lichy Trigger Finger
reduces each weapon to recharge time. D Liquid Valkyrie slows down all enemy bullets. Live Ammunition provides immunity for contact damage. - Loot Bag Enemies drop more money but the player drops the money after receiving damage. C Magic Bullets gives all the player's bullets a small chance to
turn enemies into chickens. B Magic Sweet improves health, speed and damage. Master Round provides a container for the heart - the Galactic Medal of Valor increases the damage done to the bosses. B Medkit heals the player. C Roll Bomb drops the bomb every time the player uses any variation of
the dodge roll. Detonation soon after. C Military training improves player accuracy and reload speed. C Mustache is a chance to heal when money is spent. C Disarmament Personality lowers prices for goods in stores. C Omega Bullets Last Bullet in the Journal does more harm. Orange Guon Stone
revolves around the player, blocking enemy bullets and shooting at enemies. Owls sometimes harvest enemy bullets. S ??? ??? Pink Guon Stone orbits the player by blocking enemy bullets and giving the player one container of the heart. B Irradiated lead adds a chance to shoot bullets that poison
enemies. B Enraging Photo doubles the amount of damage a player inflicts within five seconds of being hit. D Space Friend follows the player by firing lasers at enemies and blocking enemy bullets. B Riddle Of Lead provides a heart container, fully heals the player, increases damage by 30%, increases
evasion roll by 15%, increases the speed of movement by 10%, and adds a chance to nullify the damage. S Ring's stingy protection provides two heart containers. However, if you buy anything you break the break item, losing the heart of the containers. Note that buying a rat key does not currently break
the ring. C??? ??? Scattershot Guns fire spread triple bullets that cause less damage. B Semi-leaf clover improves the quality of chests found in chests to equal odds of red or black. S Shadow Bullet Shooting Weapon has a chance to shoot an extra projectile. B??? ??? White Guon Stone orbits the player
by blocking enemy bullets and providing one extra space. B Wax Wings Grants Flight. Tapping the space gives a temporary deceleration effect. The Wingman orbits the player by blocking enemy bullets and sometimes firing the Yari community launch vehicle content available according to CC-BY-SA
unless stated otherwise. More Get Out Gungeon Wiki Instantly share code, notes and snippets. When you view the GitHub profile, you can't do this at this time. You've signed up with another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. You subscribe to another tab or window. Reboot to update the
session. We use additional third-party analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. Learn more. We use additional third-party analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. You can always update your
choices by clicking on Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see us that we use important cookies to perform the main functions of a website, such as logging in. Find out more Always Active We use analytical cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can
make them better, for example, they are used to gather information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to accomplish the task. Learn more about page 2 Instantly sharing codes, notes, and snippets. Farewell To Arms: Synergy dump you can't perform this action at this time. You've
signed up with another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. You subscribe to another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. We use additional third-party analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. Learn more. We use additional third-
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